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You and Your STDs

Boy in the Room and Girl in the Room are in 8th grade. They both know the general sex education, but

want to know more. They have friends that joke about getting STDs. Do you know what STDs are? NOOO?

Well let me tell you about STDs. You get them from Noun to Noun contact, bodily fluids (not

spit), and sometimes by having babies. Boy in the Room gets a bacterial STD. Bacterial STDs can be cured!

Good for Boy in the Room !! He may have any of the following; Chlamydia, Gonorrhea and Syphilis. Let's

eliminate our competition. Boy in the Room has the following symptoms: unusual discharge from his male

sex organ and pain technical word . His testicles are swollen. If he had syphilis he would have a

symptom , and Chlamydia doesn't make your testicles swell. So the winner is Instert STD !!!!!

Maybe that's not something to be laughing about? Leeroy should treat this soon. Gonorrhea can cause infertility

without ever showing symptoms. It can also spread to the blood and joints. He'll just need to take some

antibiotics and make sure to think before his actions. Girl in the Room doesn't know what she has. Possible

candidates are: Herpes, Hepatitis B, and HIV. She feels Adjective . She knows that Hepatitis B comes

with flu-like symptoms and really dark pee. She has normal colored pee, but seems to be getting sick more and

more. There are no symptom on her body so it's not Herpes. After a blood test, the doctor informs her

that she is positive for HIV, but tells her to visit again in number months just to make sure there are no

false positives.

Now these two friends go on mission to teach their laughing friends how not to be them! Their friend Lawrence

is abstinent. They respect his decision because number % effective against getting STDs. Girl in 

the Room and Boy in the Room want to inform the others that there are ways beyond abstinence. Like

contraceptive ! Condoms, if used correctly, can prevent about 90% of the chances of getting an STD. 95%

of condom brands protect against them. USE THEM CORRECTLY! The only vaccine available is for Human

Papilloma Virus. "All STDs are highly contagious if not correctly prevented"(Mr.DeLucia).

Six Months Later... Sally went back to the doctors and she indeed has Instert STD !!!!!!!!!!!!!! Human

Immunodeficiency Virus. VIRAL INFECETION. It can never! Ever! Ever! Go away! But you can take medicine

to keep it under control. Don't be like Girl in the Room or Boy in the Room . Prevent yourselves a

lifetime of shame and pain, don't be Adjective wrap your willy and be smart.
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